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10 APMODEL PAPER - 1
SOCIAL STUDIES

Time : 3 hrs 15min.] [Max. Marks : 100

Instructions 1. 15 Minutes are allotted for reading the question paper in addition to 3.00 hours for writing the answers.

2. All answers should be written in the separate answer booklet.

3. There are four sections in the questions.

4. There is internal choice in Section - IV.

SECTION – I (12 × 1 = 12 M)

Note : 1. If any question is answered more than once in this section, the earlier answer will only be

considered.

2. Answer all the questions.

3. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Of the following statement, which is false ?

A) The Indian peninsula was part of Angara land.

B) The Indian plate collided the Eurasian plate.

C) The Indian peninsular plateau is one of the ancient land blocks.

D) The Himalayas were formed due to collision of Indian plate with Eurasian plate.

2. Aswayuja – Karthika are the months of Indian calendar. What are the months of Western calendar
for the above two months ?

3. Which state has high population density in India ?

4. Complete the second pair

1) U.S.A. : Skilled workers

2) West Asia : –––?––––

5. We identify three types of movement within international economic exchanges. Identify the third
flow.

1) Flow of goods & Services 2) flow of labour 3) –––––?–––––

6. Who wrote the book "Silent Spring" ?

7. Who said 20th century is "the Age of extremes" ?

8. Conditions during First World War in Russia :

Food – Shortage

Tsar rule – ?

Most of the lands owned by – Feudal lords

Complete the second part.

9. Which movement is related with this picture ?
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10. What is the name of Japanese parliament ?

11. Find the mismatched pair.

AP – Telugu Desam Party

Assom – AGP

Tamilnadu – DMK

12. Do or Die slogan related to ............

SECTION – II (8 × 2 = 16 M)

Note : 1. Answer all questions.

2. Each question carries 2 Marks.

13. Expand IPCC.

14. What is meant by sustainable development ?

15. Write any two important reasons for international migration.

16. Why was the population of India increasing after independence ?

17.

Q. What movement is shown in the picture ?

18. Write any two examples for National Parties of India ?

19. Write any two benefits of Lok Adalat in respect of entertaining disputes.

20. When was Right to Information Act passed by the Central Government ?

SECTION – III (8 × 4 = 32 M)

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

2. Each question carries 4 Marks.

21. List some of the intermediate goods against each one :

Final good Intermediate good

Note book

Car

Computer

22. How are the Indian companies benefited with Globalisation at present ?

23. Observe the picture and answer

the following questions.

1. What do the picture shows ?

2. Write your caption in the context of environment.
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24. Mention the factors of production.

25. Write a short note on the measures taken by the USSR under great depression.

26. Why did the Indian soldiers join INA ?

27. What were the institutional changes that came up after the Emergency ?

28. Explain the terms bipolarity and unipolarity.

SECTION – IV (5 × 8 = 40 M)

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.
2. Answer any one from internal choice of each question.
3. Each question carries 8 Marks.

29. How are the Eastern coastal plains and Western coastal plains similar or different ?

(OR)

Write you comment on the judicious way of using and equal distribution of ground water and
suggest few measures.

30. Estimate the impact of globalization on local industries of India.

(OR)

What is the relation between development and environmental issues ?

31. How do you think RTI would help in improving and monitoring the work of the governments ?

(OR)

'Aggressive nationalism paved the way for World Wars' – Interpret.

32. How did Partition affect the lives of ordinary people ? What was the political response to mass
migration following Partition ?

(OR)

Write a short note on basic principles of Indian Constitution.

33. A) Mark the following on the outline map of India.

a) 1) Palk strait 2) Minicoy 3) Barren 4) Kerala

(OR)

b) 1) Aravallis      2) River Brahmaputra        3) Western ghats     4) West coastal plain

B) Mark the following on the outline map of World.

a) 1) Israel 2) Iraq 3) U.K. 4) Poland

(OR)

b) 1) Pakistan 2) Bangladesh 3) Area of Balkan Peninsula 4) India
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